Corsa Security - Details

**Leader in scaling virtualized network security**

Developed the first turnkey network security virtualization platform

**Founded in 2013 as SDN experts**

Leveraging network and infrastructure expertise to make firewall virtualization and scale easy to deploy and manage

**HQ Ottawa (Canada)**

Technical team (25):
- Virtualization SW & Control
- Networking / Packet Processing
- Embedded software
- FPGA
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

Corsa’s virtualization platform can scale out any virtual security service for the network edge (N-S links). Currently focusing on Next Generation Firewalls - Looking for innovative security applications that would benefit from horizontal scaling. Areas of interest:

• IDS
• IPS
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

Existing Partnerships
• Palo Alto Networks
• Fortinet
• Symantec

Desired Partnerships
• The cyber security solution space is vast and rapidly evolving. Finding partners with innovation virtual solutions who are looking for methodologies to scale for higher capacity networks is an ideal fit.
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